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HIGHER EDUCATION IS IN THE MIDST OF TURBULENT CHANGE.

AN ACADEMIC CULTURE STEEPED IN REFLECTION AND TEACHING IS BEING DISRUPTED AND 

RECONSTRUCTED INTO A GLOBALLY CONNECTED ECOSYSTEM OF NETWORKED, 24X7X365 CO-

CREATORS AND CO-LEARNERS.

ROLES AND PARADIGMS HELD DEAR AND TRUE ARE CHALLENGED.

THE RATE OF CHANGE, THE UNPREDICTABLE, UNRELENTING EMERGENCE OF NEW, DISRUPTIVE 

MODELS MAKES PLANNING AND PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE EVEN MORE CONFLICTED, 

CONFUSING AND CRITICAL.

4IR Covid 19 Accelerator



INTRODUCTION
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§ The university is both there and not there, an institution profoundly immersed in wider global processes, which at
the moment can be described as intensively uncertain (Izak, e tal: 2017)

§ It reflects Antonio Gramsci’s metaphorical expression to depict a society where the old systems and institutions
have ceased working, the old order has already collapsed, but no new order is yet in place

§ Despite this the social (societal) impact remains stronger than ever: University is not permitted to abdicate it’s role

§ Nelson and Strohl (2013) argues that the patterns associated with current trends like “globalization” and
“internationalization” existed and were addressed in the past

Four era’s:1880’s international extension of modern research university

v 1930’s attempts to cope with international financial and political crises

v 1960’s role in postcolonial international development operators

v 2000’s rise of neo-liberal efforts to reform universities in the name of international competitiveness

v Engagement, technology, Covid-19 impact
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Why re-image Higher Education?

In an era where the new Industrial Age directs a whole new social, economic, communication, 

societal,  socio political context, what is the position, role and importance of higher education?

Major site of:

§ Culture practice

§ Identity formation

§ Knowledge formation and dissemination

§ Symbolic control

§ Multi purpose networking/collaboration/engagement



CURRENT CONTEXT
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The Industry 4 or 4th Industrial Revolution dictates the current thinking in many respects

• 4th Industrial Revolution

§ New dimensions of technology innovation and convergence

§ Fusion of biological, physical and digital worlds impacting all disciplines, economics, industry and society

§ Big data, artificial intelligence and the internet of things create integration and automation – cyber physical system,
new energy, smart city

§ New capacity in terms of systems, operations, manufacturing, predictability

§ Machine takes over human functions and people need to optimize their creative capacity to capitalize on
technology potential rather than being a product

§ Capacity to store massive amounts of data enable machine learning : enable cyber physical systems (physical and
engineered systems whose operations are monitored, controlled and integrated by a computing and communication
core, influencing how we interact with the physical world around us [internet human interaction now broadened]
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§ Second machine age: automation of knowledge as against
the first which automated manual labour and physical
strength

§ Workers may be displaced through greater automation

§ New functions and roles create new opportunities

§ New goods and services will threaten established
orthodoxy

§ Governments/service functions/business will harness
technology to introduce greater understanding
and control/surveillance over their robots/populations

Cont…The Industry 4 or 4th Industrial Revolution dictates the current thinking in many respects



CAPACITY ADVANCEMENT
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§ While the digital industrial revolution 3IR, is about digitizing our infrastructure, the 4IR is about reconstructing our
infrastructure to be intelligent

§ While the digital revolution 3IR, gave us computers, the 4IR gives us computational forms with which we can interact
using speech

§ Whereas the digital industrial revolution 3IR automated production, the 4IR provides intelligent automation whereby 
machines can repair and develop themselves.

§ While the digital industrial revolution 3IR, is based on digital computing, the 4IR blends digital computing with quantum 
computing, based on servers that use enormous amounts of information and less energy 
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THE ADVANCEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY ENABLE HUMAN CAPACITY TO ACHIEVE MORE

- Converging technologies enhances integrated systems processes

- Enables broader networks, synergies, processes

- Internationalization perspective and practice: Focus transcends  local

- Change the way in which we live and work

- Information is everywhere, new types of information enable new roles, relations, patterns

- Create shortermism in solving efficiency and entrepreneurial demands

- Inability to create sufficient human jobs demand alternative considerations to provide the needs of material assets 

to service the alternative forms of contracting, evaluating, remunerating

- Global system continues to institutionalize and re-institutionalize itself

- Characterized by new networks, synergies, processes, methods, capacities demanding new competencies

- Enhancing productivity through new converging capacities : fusion of technologies automating production and

knowledge (new production, distribution, location)
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- Rapidly changing actors and resource mobilization create fast moving context and pressure on capacity to
innovate to remain relevant and competitive: forced flexibility

- A lever gloss shaped labour market (two tiered). Highly skilled minority enjoy strong bargaining power, the
low skilled do not

CHALLENGE

- Who controls technology
- Who manages power relations
- How do we ensure equitable access 
- Ensuring that people and their well-being remain centred in the process 

§ Almost ubiquitous access to distributed knowledge networks and the practice of openness that comes from
participation in such social systems.

§ Association of new technologies is more than digitization of academic content, it marks a shift to different forms
of  engagement with academic knowledge and beyond the academy. This is a major opportunity and challenge

§ Existing instruments of pedagogy lost some utility value. Journals e.g. are outdated means of transition and  
dissemination. Locus of control in learning shifted the digital sphere from academy



TRANSFORMATION OF THE WORLD OF WORK                                        
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The impact of new technology(ies) and the impact of its convergence creates a network of interaction, 
interdependence and synergy that drive economic, social and political processes to alternative approaches, models, 
experiences and expectations.

This directly impacts the way in which production, distribution and its enabling multi-dimensional relations re-invent
itself.

Understanding the role of HE in the rapidly changing world has been impacted directly by the technology 
transformation and drastically accelerated by Covid-19 forcing further social and broad structural re-organization.
HE
The impact in the world of work impacts the demands on and focus of HE directly. Specifically because expectations 
about availability, pace of delivery, accessibility, type of skills, new networks and expectations of engagement to ensure 
relevance are changing rapidly linked to the demand for new types of knowledge and relevant content:

Key aspects in the world of work to be considered:

§ Many jobs even 10 years from now cannot be imagined yet

§ Jobs in demand will involve creativity, data analytics, cyber society, innovative risk taking
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Key aspects in the world of work to be considered (cont…)

§ Effective participation/management in the world of work require soft/human and technical/professional skills

§ Decline of traditional roles in the middle of the skills and learning range e.g. admin, manual skills actions

§ Many jobs will not disappear but change drastically like architecture, law, medicine, accounting, etc. 

§ New jobs fill the middle ground, different entry routes and skills requirements: skills activism

§ Technology will pervade every work environment and become a key enabler to enhance human capacity 

§ Infectivity and collaboration – network functioning and shares ownership of processes/products

§ Less security in the gig economy and contracts with no hours
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§ Focus on individual responsibility to remain competitive

§ Life long learning to enable effective participation

§ Horizontal career progression: multiple job roles over lifetime 

§ New integrated/experiential learning to prepare for the various 

competencies required: demands new partnerships between 

university, industry, community and government

Transformation of Work cont……
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Organised by sector, the data collected show that: 

50% of current jobs in agriculture, forestry, fishing and 
hunting are potentially automatable.

64% of current manufacturing jobs are 
automatable.

54% of current retail trade job 
employees are automatable.
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When considering by nation rather than industry, we see massive 
shifts for the world’s biggest economies, McKinsey anticipates 
that:

46%

60.6 million employees in 
the United States = 46% of 

the workforce, are currently 
in automatable jobs

51%

395.3 million 
employees in 

China = 51% of 
the labour force 
are in potential 

automatable jobs

235,1 million 
employees in 

India, are 
working in 

automatable 
jobs

Not all these jobs will go away, but all of them will 
change. As has been noted many times now, this is 

not just about unskilled labour. This is a story of 
pattern based and routine work being replaced.

Lawyers, radiologists, architects, and accountants will all see significant changes 
to how they work and in some areas a much smaller demand for human labour.
For example, machine learning will allow architects to deploy techniques that add 
complexity to the built world without cost, and robots will allow for new methods 
of design and fabrication doing away with traditional constraints.

The Mckinsey Global Institute released a report in 2017, Harnessing Automation for a Future that Works, which 
measured the likelihood of automation in 54 countries which covered 78% of the global labour market.

What they found reveals the scale of impact of 4IR.
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POSITIONING THE UNIVERSITY
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The awareness created by the World Economic Forum about the new 4th Industrial Age/Revolution elevated the 
persuasion amongst governments across the world about the imperative need to be part of it.

Higher Education is forced to interpret/understand the new development for it to fulfill its purpose in the new context 
and remain relevant.

Higher Education institutions need to focus on three key drivers in positioning itself in the 4IR era:

§ Relevance and responsiveness of curricula
- Addressing the new world of work, its rules and content
- Supporting equal access to new opportunities
- Preparing people for the new social and economic context

§ Integration of new technology e.g. AI, machine learning, augmented reality, social media, mainstream business
platforms and software to enable its functioning and facilitate access to quality learning.
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Specific opportunities are:

- digitally enabled administration
- learning facilitation: synchronous and asynchronous
- learning support
- effective data management and data driven decision making
- student assessment flexibility 
- student retention and progression monitoring
- optimize capacity to participate and ability to be part of new digital practices

§ Relationship with its context to enhance effectiveness, efficiency and quality through collaboration and synergy

It is evident that universities are shifting from the ideal of knowledge intensive entities of 20th century to the ideal 
of data intensive and digital first university of the 21st century creating valuable new digital knowledge and skills. 
Arthur D Little created a profile of Nine Educational Megatrends and Implications for Universities
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UNDERSTANDING THE  UNIVERSITY AS
ENGAGED ENTITY IN THE NEW ERA
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In the globalizing world enabled by the digital impetus powerful forces push universities to reinvent themselves as 
strategic actors seeking autonomy, yet also be relevant and accountable towards its stakeholders

It competes for resources and recognition, departing from its previous collegial, bureaucratic and informal structure with 
its context

In this process of change HE is challenged in terms of its value, the value of degrees, its ability to prepare 
students/leaders into engaged citizens, socially mature adults and critical thinkers

New engaged universities function with and in recognition of its total context, beyond the traditional community focus 
only

It creates a conducive environment for institutional, individual and systems focus and sensitivity to drive impact

Key aspects in constituting such engagement:

- Develop a curriculum and support research and actions that generates generations of students, positive to
contribute to the world around them and serves its context, community by addressing mutual and specific needs,
problems and opportunities

- Promotes and incentivize engaged scholarship, research, teaching and community engagement
- Committed to planning for and serving a higher purpose: improving human well being
- Create institutional capacity to enable staff to build relations and engage in collaboration activities contributing

with and to the spectrum of its stakeholders, focusing on community/societal  impact
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It is evident that faculty working in isolation become outdated
and lose their relevance

Engaged universities therefor adopt an explicit concern with 
achieving societal impact via their intellectual activities

They are increasingly involved in cooperation and knowledge
exchange activities as a strategic response to the need for synergy and calls for greater public accountability: focus on 
transformation and sustainability

The essence of the relationship between universities and their stakeholders/context/community rests on sustained 
partnership and reciprocity to enable effective ideation, invention, legitimization and innovation towards meaningful and 
sustainable development

The university must therefore include a voice for the stakeholders across the community in its policies and practice

This manifests in:
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Engaged teaching

Transmitting/facilitating, transforming and extending knowledge and bringing about change in learning with, various 
audiences, via formal and non formal means: therefor inside and outside of the university:

- Collaboration in curriculum decisions and development

- Prepare students for praxis

- Productive citizenship: taking good decisions

- Advance and apply various forms of knowledge in sharing expertise across boundaries

- Teach differently: experiential learning – service and community based learning

Engaged research and scholarship

- Academically defined and socially accountable

- Incorporate reciprocal institutional and civic engagement practices into the discovery development and mobilization

of knowledge to the mutual benefit of community and academic interest

- Must be systematic and rigorous based on the current state of knowledge

- Integrate theory into practice
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Engaged service

- Expertise in academic, stakeholder and community in partnership to advance knowledge and understanding to     
advance problem solving in the interest of human well being

Engaged scholarship is therefor directly impacted by two key values

- Social justice: equity, civil democracy inclusion of the marginalized, individual and social well being, scholarly 
achievement and public good aligned

- Citizenship: faculty integrate their roles as experts and citizens, active scholarship, social accountability
- Both underpinned by five principles, high quality, scholarship, reciprocity, identified community needs, boundary

crossing, democratization of knowledge

It Is therefor evident that the engaged university has to deal with its

- internal staff and role players
- external stakeholders

• It is accepted that the purpose is to focus on collaboration and reciprocality to optimize the available human capital in the
interest of improving sustainable development towards enhanced human well being

The following diagram illustrates the key relations and transactional space and products of HE engagement
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“HOW WE SHOULD DO IT?”
QUADRUPLE HELIX
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TECHNOLOGY ENHANCING ENGAGEMENT
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• It is evident from the discussion earlier that in a world where a new technology dimension progressively serve as 
driver and enabler of change Higher Education needs to revisit the potential unlocked for its own purpose to 
facilitate effective multi-faceted learning and societal impact

• The engagement framework suggests a definite commitment to interactive reciprocality through partnership

• The potential of introducing the support and enabling capacity of technology to enhance understanding, flexibility, 
delivery, assessment and monitoring is very significant

• The principles of engagement require openness and participation which depends on the means and capacity to be 
part of the processes

• Accessibility, participation and openness therefor require that establishing these partnerships expect institutions to 
equip its own staff with the skills and technology to facilitate engagement with its external partners. Concurrently,  
relationships with such parties depend on their access to relevant technology and their capacity to use it 
effectively

• The university therefor needs to manage relationships through its own improved operational capacity and by 
enabling processes to get the full benefit of access to data, effective communication, technological services and 
platforms to enable initiatives and engagement
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• Through applying these technologies, skills are 
developed across collaborative networks in the 
interest of enhanced productivity relating to 
initiatives

• Practical examples are the use of machine learning, 
AI, IOT, VR, big data, web-based learning 
opportunities(e.g. short course access 120k people), 
progressively on a wider basis

• This enables the university to extend its 
engagement with all stakeholders in its internal and 
external context: students, government, academic 
community, industry and community structures and 
individuals

• It also enables universities to accept its 
responsibility as a partner and co-responsible agent 
in the future and development of its society
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DO WE HAVE A CHOICE
I meant to conclude with  3 scenarios:

WITH THIRD OPTION AS MOST PROBABLE SCENARIO

o University persist to own Higher Education
• Subtle ivory tower
• Isolation / Irrelevance
• Lack of resources
• Lagging behind

o University absorbed into industry
• Lose purpose of university
• Compromise common good for particular interest
• Costly exchange of knowledge
• Pockets of excellence enhance fragmentation
• Growing inequality
• Inaccessibility lead to increased global divide divide

o University as active partner / participant in a bigger systems context (co-responsible, share, synergy, goal central knowledge
hub for common good)

• Open systems perspective and strategy
• Integrated business model
• Specific value proposition to introduce and serve as culmination point for knowledge to serve the common good:

§ Open systems research and innovation platform
§ Engaged teaching and learning practice

• Definition of quality based on multi-dimensional and sectoral reference
• Flexibility through strategy, mode, practice to facilitate involvement, participation and openness
• Enhance equality
• Optimize social impact through development contribution in a multi-lateral collaboration context
• Resource generation based on a value-add proposition and collaboration towards common output and impact output



CONCLUSION
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• Higher Education has a crucial role to play in shaping the societal transitions necessary to adjust to the impact of the
change initiated by the 4th (5, 6th) Industrial Revolution

• Today’s Higher Education was designed to meet the needs of past industrial revolutions with mass production powered by
electricity. Those systems are not suited for the automation economy – new systems, functions and competencies

• The world will have a different demand on students. Nearly everyone will work with AI. The major will not determine
the job or career, content and deep understanding matters, but also what you are able to do with it

• University does not have the luxury of determining its role in isolation

• Demands rethinking based on historical experience, current drastic change, capacity to launch into the future

• The acceptability and legitimacy rests on the enabled definition of the expectation and role of the university as a
common good

• The challenge and benefit of the 4IR is the transformation required, but with the benefit of increasing productivity in
process and products

• New definition and new business models in new reciprocal relations constitutes key drivers for the university of the future

• It is important to understand the broader definition of multi stakeholder and partner relations in engagement.


